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Pause, Magic Dog. By Iain Innes. Note: This New Movie Script 

Opportunity Is A Work In Progress. 

 

  

Film Script 13. B… Pause, Magic Dog. A.K.A. Little Puppy Dog 

Christmas Everyday Film. 

 

 

Introduction. 

 

A movie about a Dog. A very special black and white world cause 

100% pedigree Border Collie Puppy Dog that's wearing a purple 

neck bandanna and fantastically special incredible Holy Cross 

and Christmas Digital Inventor Collar = this film is the opposite 

to beeping at J*ws film. The Dog is called "Magic Dog" and her 

owner/inventor of this fine works has a 360+ now 1500+ invention 

opportunities business suite. The talented man and his dog 

really know the layout of the land. They're up against an evil 

tall type… Indian Chief more expensive and rarer war treasure 

antiquities smuggler who also peddles fame for the famous family 

plus his crooked Cook/Chef Silly Billy Wife Plastic Titties 

Cheeky Bitch Sally The Sow The Big and Wicked Night Witch Cook-

Up Whore whom are ?ell bent on ruining the world with… The *evil 



Entity of The Christian/and Muslim faith. The Villains and their 

night priests trap dogs in cages and cook them up in many global 

dip spit shit and spoon restaurants and posh curry restaurants 

and sell all their brands in supermarkets worldwide they are 

f*cking billion/billion/billionaires. Their Henchman and hot 

wenches work in back allies across all network lands including 

the baron lands. They are in with all the posh Governments of 

the world including those who speak back words tongues = God. 

They prayer also with an = in-famous Zombie and Vampire dark-

light and must be put straight. The Evil Fairy of Fire appears 

in the flesh in this particular film. What! He's gob smacked at 

his re-incarnation and it has really gone to his head, he is a 

real big head… His Witches even wince with their own balloon 

heads of farts… He commands in front of the, plus the spiritual 

onlookers and very powerful temple followers that are actual 

manifest also all Demons/Fallen Angles are so strong magically 

the one 1/3 and definitely ‘not’ a big muscle man motor biker 

clique sir for this is a fairy tale, a very sweet fiction film. 

The clever owner of the heroic Dog teaches the world like text 

book to love and slaps down beats all bad in the final days with 

niceness. This Magic Dog melts the evil/dark forces hearts with 

cuddles and lick like kisses alright. Instead of heads getting 

busted the Dog turns all evil into defeated magical fairy cakes 

that are feasted on in the Heavens and the coming Heaven on 

earth forever saga. The film has imagery iconographic meaning 

of everything positive decent and good nice such as field after 



field of buttery fly’s and bumble bees smelling flower daisy' 

and sugar syrup and spice honey and sweet as perfume the. She 

looks right into your eyes, barks and all wicked and good folk’s 

belongings magic into gold and silver and diamonds equal to the 

mines. She taps her right toe and pavements and buildings 

magically turn into solid 24 carat gold. The Film Master/The New 

Master/Her Master is a Master Inventor. I'm of course the 

smartest business innovator + in the movie as future foreseen 

tale transmute tinct base metal into finest gold with even added 

better skills. Towards the end of the movie after even his dog 

if you like succeeds in defeating the wicked Men and Woman, 

Demons, Zombies, Vampires and all-over other Evils and Dictators 

ascend to the Heavens and reascend from the Heavens with the 

completed alchemical powers and new layout of the land Heavenly 

Orders. Pause, Magic Dog… In Pause, Magic Dog… Movie the Magical 

Dog and her owner for example cuddle and charm right all the 

wrong-un' including other Gangster and the Muslim 

fanatics/*evils and *evil Worshippers their hearts melt and 

everything turns out swell. Well… The stars of the movie work 

with the supernatural Heavenly Powers of the Holy Ghost and all 

new bonus powers. $££ they read left to right plus The Buddha 

is also in their nest/camp. The Dog doesn't eat people like J*ws 

beeping at again film in the water. The Magic Dog Pauses and 

makes people, makes business' money plus makes your day nice… 

For she is the fluffiest cleverest most beautiful Pooch that 



ever blessed the earth and yes… I and I the Dog's Master writes 

it good and makes La$$i£ doggie bow-wow look like a slow coach. 

 

 

Pause, Magic Dog. 

 

 

Scene 1: The 1st Day. A, B, C, 

 

 

A =  

 

The Fabled manifested new Magic Dog/Little Alpha Dog Puppy of 

the Land is standing in the road with a million/billion butter-

flies and bees around her as trumpets and hearts resonate from 

his digital landmark collar turns brilliant colours of red blue 

green yellow silver then gold. The Magic Dog pauses, barks. The 

heavy clique tough nut Biker Gang slow to a stop. Thousands upon 

thousands and thousands of pounds’ worth of bank money notes 

magic visibly onto the ground in front of them all. The 

beginning. Every one smiling.  

 

 

Spelt out… Pause, Magic Dog. 

 

 



B =  

 

The Dog sings the Chorus of the cute song about patience… 

 

 

C = 

 

Scene 2:  The 2nd Day. D, E, F, 

 

 

D =  

 

The Magic Dog is on every channel in the Universe TV. She looks 

you all in the eye… Plus as written about earlier but with even 

more sugar everyone's favourite food fell from the sky into 

their designated area zones forever… At World Meal Breakfast 

Lunch Dinner plus Midnight Snack Clock Times and it all comes 

free and everything came good for everyone.  

 

 

Spelt out… Pause, Magic Dog. 

 

 

E =  

 



The entire film soundtrack main tune is sung with the puppy Dog 

singing the Chorus of the cute song about patience… 

 

 

F = 

 

 

Scene 3: The 3rd Day. G, H, I, 

 

G = 

 

I know you're all money mad… So, in this scene Magic Dog looks 

and Magic Dog barks Magic Dog magics everyone an extra 100 Bob 

into their pockets. 

 

 

Shout out… Pause, Magic Dog.  

 

 

H = 

 

 

I = 

 

 

Scene 4: The 4th Day. J, K, L, 



 

J = 

 

Regarding Pause, Magic Dog has a seance with the Heavenly Lord 

after her supper food and grants every before penniless homeless 

person, good, bad/young and old evil doer an extra 5-bedroom 

house/miniature mansion with all legal deeds plus added spending 

monies to keep them going for the remainder of their lives each 

with penned new invented servant robotica' charged by mains 

electricity and there's more where that coin is coming from. 

Magic Dog achieves this modern-day innovation miracle tall 

feature via powers given unto the since the creation dawning of 

time through flashes of silver and golden lightning bolts across 

right 1st to left top 3rd Imps and Kelpies ridden through to the 

front middle map area surface of the earth with a singular bark. 

The fourth day.  

 

 

K = 

 

 

L = 

 

 

Scene 5: The 5th Day. M, N, O,  

  



M = 

 

 

N = 

 

 

O = 

 

 

Scene 6: The 6th Day. P, Q, R, 

 

P = 

 

 

Q =  

 

 

R = 

 

 

Scene 7: The 7th Day. S, T, U,  

 

S = 

 

 

T = 



 

 

U = 

 

 

Final Scene. The Dawning Of, A New Era/A New Day… V, W, X, Y, 

Z,  

 

 

V =  

 

The Might Of, God… Introduction/Commentary = Every doG Mutter 

Must Have Its Day, Yeah… 

 

 

W = 

 

 

X = 

 

 

Y = 

 

 

Z = 

 



 

Exhibition. 

 

 

Following on more invention machines inventory literature. 

 

 

This is the very best available Pooch written in a rare style 

and this creative flair talent production was achieved using my 

extra favourited techniques. This is movie innovation… 

 

 

Dear ladies and gentleman I must thank you again WOOF for your 

important attention for on this hour this very night in fact you 

have witnessed the most preciously timed event this evening 

behold tomorrow is nearly upon us. 

 

 

Disclaimer. 

 

This is a movie via the electronic print master works. The 

inventory bound within the English Alphabet letter wording 

configurations ideas film invention and his invention 

concepts/Intellectual Properties IP chips words of worth written 

all of this movie is Copyright of MR. Iain Innes at this 

point/age of life 43 years younger and brilliant in alchemy it 



serves as an extra legally bound protection written contract 

between myself, God and all his highest Holy Laws + is for 

readers viewers and business to be associates to enjoy, plus to 

keep safe witness. Thus, all content here all rights reserved. 

All the innovation contained in his clever Pause, Magic Dog 

concept movie script idea conception execution is safe more from 

falling into enemy hands of the evil one’ power and doom. 

 

 

Magic woof dog agrees and applause. I shall continue to build 

up the art. A big thank you continue in life and be blessed if 

you wish. The invention arts displayed within this movie 

inventory including but not limited to original special FX with 

special effect the finale scene of the ultimate dog film writings 

here equals… God flashes red blue green yellow and the triangular 

sun formations inner silver magical alembic the golden heart 

vessel of course belongs in Christ’s goodness and glad tidings 

bringeth forth more fruitful Film $cripts by Iain Innes. 

 

 

This was part of the bigger money text film script inventories 

thanks genuinely to all eye witnesses’ you are number 1 at the 

Intellectual Property Bank plus positively once upon a time 

Behold. 

 

 



That was another business money making revelation that is now 

the end of the beautiful movie a bigger money business 

opportunities fellow expert in biz wizard. 

 

 

And Behold! 

 

 

The sunshine shrine of literature another of mine new 

inspirational works… New magic with hot gratitude themes for him 

I say supreme better superior and what a magic and alchemy 

invention it was… WWW.INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM Arts contained the 

impressive maximum. What an entrancing exemplar spectacular 

manifestation exposition production green light business go-

ahead culmination brilliance wonderful marvellous compliments 

to you viewer reader eye of the beholder… Declaration you must 

of liked that astounding Intellectual Property Portfolio movie 

stance discovery. Now uncover fathom initiator sense acumen your 

physical opportunities copy. This smartness mega quota astute 

concrete philosophic weighty material wins and rings true. Plus 

read yourself The Gospels they contain Christ Jesus my friend. 

 

 

Good day. 

 

 

http://www.inventioncorporate.com/


Your Business Exhibition Opportunities Contact Information… 

 

 

Email: business@inventioncorporate.com  

Telephone Number: +44 (0)1273 900055 United Kingdom. 

 

 

Ask your contact MR. Iain Innes who has the better number 1 

bigger money better ranking new business opportunities. This 

precious movie works IP represents in part his giant of a 'Number 

1 Business Portfolio' via Internet… + Project further wizard The 

Number One Inventor language Trismegistus Technique. 

 

 

Well done plus thank you for the visit today to see the modern-

day miracle Iain Innes BUSINESS PROJECT is the business magic + 

bizniz innovation all my Number 1 Intellectual Property 

Protected Ideas/Inventions with a little help should make you 

bigger more monies than any other opportunities if you help back 

bigtime money banking Entrepreneurs. 

 

 

Plus, all Copyright Today In 2011-2022… This Fine Piece has been 

alchemized. 

 

mailto:business@inventioncorporate.com

